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Summary
Material alternatives with respect to reuse in prefabricated elements
Background
There are important drivers for strengthening the reuse of building materials, such as
climate protection and environmental aspects, economic aspects, conservation of scarce
resources, the image of companies, as well as legislation. However, there are also significant obstacles, such as a lack of reliable supply of reused materials, information deficits
about possibilities and current reuse activities, uncertainties regarding the properties and
often lacking certification of reuse materials and lack of qualified craftsmen, designers,
planners and engineers.
Opportunities and challenges for MORE-CONNECT solutions
In terms of reuse several opportunities and challenges of MORE-CONNECT solutions
were identified. A distinction is thereby made between the reuse of previously used materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions on the one hand, and the future reuse of material
from MORE-CONNECT solutions on the other hand.
Regarding the future reuse of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions, prefabricated
elements have on the one hand the potential to restrict possibilities for reuse, as there
may be more connections between the materials in prefabricated solutions compared to
non-prefabricated solutions, and such connections may hinder their reuse. Furthermore,
the prefabricated elements may include composite materials, which are disadvantageous
for reuse. On the other hand, prefabricated solutions also have the potential to facilitate
dismantling and re-use of the elements, or their dismantling off-site - which may be an
advantage compared to traditional structures which need to be decomposed on -site and
require scaffolding for instance.
Concerning the reuse of previously used materials, the MORE-CONNECT solutions offer
opportunities to promote the reuse of materials, as the quality of the materials can be
much better monitored, ensured and documented in an industrial process with prefabricated elements in comparison with on-site renovation activities. Furthermore, by providing a stable frame which can be filled with various materials and by allowing industrial
use of materials, it is easier to include previously used materials or recycled materials
into the renovation process.
Based on experiences gathered in the MORE-CONNECT project, several recommendations are made regarding material alternatives in relation to reuse:
Recommendations for building companies with respect to the use of reused materials for
the MORE-CONNECT solutions:
— It is important that the potential of prefabricated elements for facilitating the reuse of
materials is recognized and that this potential is realised.
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— It is important that product companies declare and highlight the materials used for
their products, provide the prerequisites to separate and reuse the components of
their products and document for the building company materials used, embodied e nergy, separability and possibly indicate future reuse possibilities or decommissio ning/disposal procedures.
Recommendations for building companies with respect to future reuse of parts and materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions:
— In the design of the prefabricated solutions it is therefore important to take the topic
into account, paying attention to issues related to separability and efficient recycling
processes.
— In particular, we recommend to ensure that prefabricated solutions are designed in a
way that its components are easily dismountable and separable. We recommend to
use as little as possible fasteners and joins, or at least to ensure they are easily separable, to ensure future reuse of timber materials and to facilitate the dismantling of
panels’ parts.
— We encourage making use of the opportunity that industrial production of prefabrica ted elements offers to keep well track of materials used in the prefabricated elements
and to facilitate thereby their reuse at the end of their lifecycle.
Recommendations for policy makers with respect to the use of reused materials in prefabricated solutions as well as with respect to the future reuse of parts and materials:
— We recommend to require that product companies declare the materials used for their
products, provide the prerequisites to separate and reuse the components of their
products and document for the building company materials used, embodied energy,
separability and possibly indicate future reuse possibilities or decommissio ning/disposal procedures. A measure with interesting potential to foster reuse would be
the development of Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) for building materials/components with respect to reuse.
— It makes sense to establish measures to track more systematically and to document
more precisely the types and characteristics of materials used in construction processes.
— We recommend to include the topics of reuse of materials in the educ ation and training of building professionals and planers.
— In order to promote the reuse and the recycling of construction materials it makes
sense to introduce stricter requirements on construction waste utilization and separ ation.
— It is important that demonstration projects showcase the safety and durability of reused materials.
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— We recommend to require that all public buildings are constructed or renovated in a
way which facilitates later reuse of materials, and to include related criteria in public
tenders.
— We recommend to require public authorities to consider the use of reused materials in
all of their building constructions and renovation activities .

Material alternatives with respect to the combined energy and materials impact of prefabricated elements
Background
Taking into account embodied energy and embodied emissions is currently not a common requirement for making assessments of the energy performance of buildings accor ding to the EU EPBD. However, it is known that the more energy-efficient a building gets,
the larger is often also the relative impact of embodied energy and embodied emissions.
The share of embodied energy with respect to total use of primary energy is increasing
with decreasing operational energy use due to energy related build ing renovation, even if
the relevance of embodied energy in building renovation is lower than in the case of new
buildings. It is therefore important to take embodied energy into account, with a view to
optimizing the combined energy and materials impact of prefabricated elements.
The reuse of materials, as discussed above, is an important factor for reducing the combined energy and materials impact of renovation materials. There are also further factors
beyond that. In particular, bio-based materials play an important role in reducing the
combined energy and materials impact of renovation materials, as often their production
requires less energy input, causes less greenhouse gas emissions an d is more sustainable than other types of materials.
Here, a focus is made on the energy and climate impact of materials. However, there are
also important resource scarcity/depletion reasons other than energy, which speak in
favour of reuse of building materials. This is the case for example with respect to gravel,
sand, and copper. There might also be strategic and geopolitical reasons for reduction of
dependence of the construction industry on materials imported from far distances or unstable regions of the world.
Opportunities and challenges for the use of materials with low combined energy and materials impact in MORE-CONNECT solutions
There are various opportunities for using materials with particularly low embodied energy
in prefabricated elements. Similarly to the advantages with respect to the reuse of materials, the frame provided by MORE-CONNECT solutions provides the opportunity of using
various materials with low embodied energy impact.
A specific challenge is to have processes and products making use of reused materials or
providing solutions which allow for future reuse. Furthermore, it is a challenge to build up
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a reliable network of suppliers and installers of materials with low embodied energy. Currently typical thermal insulation materials have an extended network of retailers, predic table materials properties, and trained craftsmen. Materials with more favourable life cycle
properties have to compete with such materials.
The reuse of materials contributes to a low combined energy and materials impact of
MORE-CONNECT solutions over their lifecycle. However, there may also be trade-offs
between the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact and the reuse of
materials, as shows the example of textile-reinforced concrete: It requires less material
input than for example steel-reinforced concrete, yet the related material can be less easily reused at the end of its lifecycle.
Based on experiences gathered in the MORE-CONNECT project, several recommendations are made regarding material alternatives in relation to the combined energy and
materials impact of prefabricated elements, beyond the recommendations made already
with respect to promoting the reuse of materials. Some of these are the following:
Recommendations for building companies:
— For architects, engineers and other building companies we recommend to become
more conscious of the embodied energy of the materials applied in projects, which allows to obtain the know-how to select products and processes that help to reduce the
overall energy footprint of buildings.
— The already existing production lines used by MORE-CONNECT project partners
could be modified in the future in order to allow for thermal insulation the application
of loose materials such as cellulose or wood fibres, which often have a particularly
small overall combined energy and materials impact.
— It is fundamental that the environmental impact of the products is taken into account
by every construction company.
Recommendations for policy makers:
— We recommend to make databases of environmental impacts publicly available and to
require that data is provided for specific products. Currently, the uncertainty in LCA
data is quite high and the available databases in most countries do not provide sp ecific data for a majority of available building materials.
— We recommend to take into account embodied energy in building regulations.
— We recommend to promote solutions based on prefabricated elements such as
MORE-CONNECT solutions, as they can easily include low-impact materials such as
loose fibres, hemp or cellulose.
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1

Introduction and background

The MORE-CONNECT project focuses on prefabricated modules for renovation of buildings. This report aims to provide information on material alternatives for such prefabrica ted modules with respect to the following topics:
— Reuse of materials
— Combined energy and materials impact of materials
With respect to the topic of reuse, the report aims to provide information on two different
questions: (1) how previously used materials can be reused in prefabricated modules
developed in the MORE-CONNECT project, and (2) how materials used in the concepts
developed by the MORE-CONNECT project can and will be reused in the future at the
end of their service life.
Reuse is understood here to refer to the reuse of materials as such, as well as to recycling, i.e. the breaking down of components and materials that cannot be reused in their
entirety into recyclable components (downcycling) and the reuse of such components
(Kim et el. 1998).
Reuse of materials is important to reduce life-cycle energy consumption associated with
building renovations, to reduce construction waste, and to close material cycles, thereby
contributing to more sustainable building renovation solutions. Between 5-10% of total
energy consumption across the EU is related to the production of construction products
(European Commission 2014). Furthermore, construction and demolition waste constitutes a third of total waste generated in the EU. A large share of construction and demol ition waste is in principle recyclable, yet the average recovery rate in the EU is below 50%
(European Commission 2014). This highlights the importance of efforts to increase reuse
of materials.
The report aims to identify both opportunities for reuse of materials as well as obstacles
preventing widespread reuse.
The principles to be followed within that context in the EU are stipulated by the Regulation 305/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 March 2011 laying
down harmonised conditions for the marketing of construction products . According to this
regulation, basic requirements for construction works shall constitute the basis for the
preparation of standardisation mandates and harmonised technical specifications. One of
these basic requirements refers to the "Sustainable use of natural resources" (Regulation
305/2011 Annex 1, point 7):
7. Sustainable use of natural resources
The construction works must be designed, built and demolished in such a way that
the use of natural resources is sustainable and in particular ensure the following:
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(a) reuse or recyclability of the construction works, their materials and parts after
demolition;
(b) durability of the construction works;
(c) use of environmentally compatible raw and secondary materials in the constru ction works.
According to Annex 1 of Regulation 305/2011, subject to normal maintenance, construction works must satisfy these basic requirements for an economically reasonable working
life.
These aspects are to be taken into account when defining the criteria for products to be
allowed on the internal market and in particularly to obtain the CE label.
National Product Contact Points for Construction designated by Member States are expected to provide information on the provisions within their territory which aim at fulfilling
these and other basic requirements for construction works (Regulation 305/2011 Art. 10,
para. 3).
Furthermore, according to the Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC of the European
Parliament and the Council of 19 November 2008, Art. 11 para. 2 letter b, Member States
shall take the necessary measures designed to achieve the following target:
by 2020, the preparing for re-use, recycling and other material recovery, including
backfilling operations using waste to substitute other materials, of non -hazardous
construction and demolition waste excluding naturally occurring material defined in
category 17 05 04 in the list of waste shall be increased to a minimum of 70 % by
weight.
Within that context, it is therefore of particular interest to know how the MORECONNECT solutions to be developed are expected to perform with respect to the criteria
of reuse and materials impact defined by Regulation 305/2011, and what recommendations can be given with respect to a good performance according to these criteria. This
aims to make a contribution both to the implementation of Regulation 305/2011 as well as
to the Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC. Furthermore, these objectives are in line
with the EU action plan for the Circular Economy (European Commission 2015) as well
as the Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe (European Commission 2011). The focus
of this report with respect to reuse of materials is accordingly on information and reco mmendations how to ensure that materials used in prefabricated MORE-CONNECT elements meet or exceed the requirements regarding reuse or recyclability.
The present report also aims to provide information on the combined energy and materials impact of prefabricated elements. This refers in particular to taking into account embodied energy and embodied emissions of the materials used for building renovations
applying MORE-CONNECT solutions. This topic is on the one hand closely linked to the
topic of reuse, as the inclusion of reused material may lower the combined energy and
materials impact of the MORE-CONNECT solutions. Similarly, increasing the future reuse
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of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions at the end of their life-cycle may contribute
to reduce the energy and materials impact. On the other hand, there are further choices
which can be made regarding the types of materials used in the MORE -CONNECT solutions that have an impact on the combined energy and materials impact. This concerns in
particular the increased use of bio-based materials, in line with the European Commission's Strategy for a Bioeconomy for Europe (European Commission 2012) . Taking into
account embodied energy and embodied emissions is currently not a requirement for
making assessments of the energy performance of buildings according to the EU EPBD.
However, it is known that the more energy-efficient a building gets, the larger is often
also the relative impact of embodied energy and embodied emissions. The share of embodied energy with respect to total use of primary energy is increasing with decreasing
operational energy use due to energy related building renovation, even if the relevance of
embodied energy is lower than in the case of new buildings (Ott et al 2016). Furthermore,
the absolute impact of embodied energy may increase as well, as the extraction of materials from their natural environment may require more and more resources, as the related
remaining stocks become more difficult to access. At the same time, through the choice
of material the embodied energy impact can be reduced. It is therefore important to take
embodied energy into account, with a view to optimizing the combined energy and materials impact of prefabricated elements.
Based on experience gained in the project, recommendations are elaborated for construction companies and policy makers on how to increase the reuse of materials related
to prefabricated elements, and how to decrease the combined energy and materials impact of such elements. Topics covered address design, declaration, labelling and produ ction procedures.
Rebound effects are not part of the scope of the report.
The report builds on experience gained in the various geoclusters of the MORE CONNECT project. Accordingly, the findings presented in this report are often divided
into one subchapter for each geocluster.
This report is prepared as part of Task 3.5 of the MORE-CONNECT project. The title of
the task is «Life cycle assessment of concepts». It is linked to various other tasks of the
MORE-CONNECT project, in particular:
— Task 2.1 Initial performance criteria and requirements towards a life cycle approach
— Task 2.2. Multifunctional modular solutions for facades and roofs
— Task 3.2 Modular concepts: development and design selection
— Task 3.4 Performance criteria assessment of concepts
— Task 6.1 Selection of favorable concepts to market
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2

Material alternatives in relation to reuse

2.1

General opportunities and challenges with respect to reuse

The reuse of building materials can play an important role in reducing the consumption of
limited natural resources as well as in reducing primary energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions of building renovation activities. This may also reduce costs and dependency
of national economies on import of raw materials.
Generally, «materials» in construction can be reused at various system levels:
— Reuse of buildings;
— Reuse of buildings’ subsystems/ structures;
— Reuse of building elements;
— Reuse of building materials.
The first two aspects are covered by the project at a general in the sense that it focuses
on building renovation, not on newly constructed building. An objective of the whole
MORE-CONNECT project is to improve the energy performance and the usability of the
existing building stock and thus to extend the service life of respective buildings. The last
two aspects are discussed in more detail in this report.
Besides reusing, a high impact has also the extension of service life, which helps to keep
existing materials in use.
Forces driving the reuse and recycling logistics are climate protection and environmental
aspects, resource conservation, economics, legislation and corporate citizenship (de Brito and Dekker 2003).
Reuse of materials helps reduce the overall carbon footprint and the environmental impact of building renovations; accordingly, there is an interest to make use of related o pportunities.
For example, approximately 25% of energy is saved when glass wool is recycled, in
comparison with primary material (European Commission 2014). For rock wool, savings
due to recycling are in the order of 5% with regard to energy consumption and related
emissions (European Commission 2014). For metals an overall reduction of impacts of
more than 90% can be achieved for aluminum and copper and about 15% for low -alloyed
steel (OVAM Ecolizer 2011, cited in European Commission 2014).
There are various possible drivers for the reuse of materials:
A first driver may be economic reasons. Some companies earn money on reuse. For example, the price of recycled glass is about 60-80 EUR/tonne, which is sufficiently below
the 90 EUR/tonne necessary to compete with virgin material (European Commission
2014). Another example from a different economic sector is ReCellular, which is a com-
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pany that trades in refurbished cell phones. Others earn money indirectly. Canon reuses
materials to strengthen their relations with their customers.
A second driver is that legislation especially in Europe has increased for example regarding recycling quotas, packaging regulation and manufacturing take-back. This is a driver
for reusing activities. This may become an even more important factor in the future.
A third driver is corporate citizenship. Companies want to do good for all of their stak eholders and the whole world. This translates into extensive reuse programs for many
firms.
However, there are a number of obstacles with respect to the reuse of building components and materials (Dechantsreiter et al. 2015, European Commission 2014):
— Lack of inclusion in tendering processes
— Information deficits about possibilities and current reuse activities
— Lack of qualified staffToo short time window for separation during deconstruction
— Lack of market structures for reused building materials and building elements , lack of
economies of scale
— Image problems of reused products
— Differences in quality with respect to new materials or insecurity about the quality of
reused materials, lack of adequate certification procedures
— Additional work associated with reused materials, for example additional cleaning
work
— Partly higher prices for reused materials
— Composite materials and today's construction processes make separation of mater ials more difficult
— Liability and guarantee questions regarding the reuse of materials, insufficient regulation of such questions
— No instructions and information documents for all persons connected to the construction process
— Lack of information, declaration and labelling for products/materials which could be
reused
— Separation not integrated in the destruction processes
— Lack of knowledge about ecologic advantage of product recycling
— No regulation on re-use of components of building products
A particular obstacle are the mentioned differences in quality with respect to new materials or the insecurity about the quality of reused materials and their possible health risks
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or even toxicity. The differences may range from purely visual differences to characteri stics which prevent reuse, for example wood elements that have been treated with chemicals such as fungicides or insecticides. Already the clarification of the quality status r equires work, i.e. it is not just only lack of quality that this is an obstacle, yet the insecurity
itself is already an obstacle.
Because of a precautionary approach, there may even be regulations which prevent the
reuse of certain materials, because of a risk of problems with pollution. In Germany, for
example, the BImSchV regulation for controlling pollutants requires certain type s of
wooden construction elements to be burnt as a precaution against such potential pollution. Also when it is allowed to reuse materials, care needs to be taken concerning chemicals which may be released to the environment during separation procedures. For e xample, for reuse of EPS, control of flame retardant HBCD is a challenge (Albrecht and
Schwitalla 2014).

2.2

Specific opportunities and challenges for MORE-CONNECT solutions
with respect to reuse

2.2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, specific opportunities and challenges for MORE-CONNECT solutions with
respect to reuse are documented per geocluster. A distinction is thereby made between
the reuse of previously used materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions on the one hand,
and the future reuse of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions on the other hand.
The MORE-CONNECT solutions developed are specific for each geocluster and location
where case studies are carried out. The scope of MORE-CONNECT solutions investigated at the six locations is broad. Most of them consist of prefabricated panels for the ins ulation of buildings' exterior walls, yet there are also other MORE-CONNECT solutions.
2.2.2

Experience in Latvia

Overview on MORE-CONNECT solution
Figure 1 illustrates the MORE-CONNECT solution from Latvia:
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«Overview on thermal insulations for the MORE-CONNECT solution in Latvia»

Figure 1:

Thermal insulation panels for the MORE-CONNECT solution in Latvia

This illustrated solution is a basic solution, which can be easily assembled on the existing
production line in Latvia. In the scope of the MORE-CONNECT project, different modifications have been evaluated.
Material options taken into consideration for the MORE-CONNECT solution and the cho-

Materials options

sen option are indicated in the following table:

Layer 1

Layer 2

Existing
wall

Connection
layer between existing wall and
modular
panel
Air gap
Sealing
tape

Brick
wall

Mineral
wool
Soft sealing
tape (mineral wool)
Loose materials

Table 1:

Layer 3

Layer 4

Layer 5

Layer 6

Layer 7

Frame
base

Main load bearing and thermal
insulation layer

Wind protection

Ventilated
air gap

External
finishing

-

Wood
planks
Fibrocement
board

Oriented
strand
board

Wood
particle
board

Frame

Steel
frame
Wood
frame

Mineral
wool
thermal insulation
Expanded polystyrene thermal
insulation
Cellulose fibre
hemp, cotton
Loose materials

Mineral
wool
Oriented
strand
board
Wood
particle
board
Fibrolite
board

Magnesite
board

Woodfibre
boards

Material options for each panel layer. The selected option is highlighted (

Fibrolite
board
).

After various evaluations a main focus has been put on the selection of optimal external
finishing and the connection layer between existing wall and panels. The chosen solution
is a balanced option taking into account materials' embodied energy and materi als use. A
more detailed description is provided below.
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«Thermal insulation panels for Latvian MORE-CONNECT solution»

Figur 2:

Thermal insulation panels for Latvian MORE-CONNECT solution

General comments regarding opportunities and challenges for MORE-CONNECT solutions with respect to reuse
Nowadays challenges for energy renovation of buildings do not just concern the reduction
of final operational energy consumption, but also to question how to ensure sustainable
construction with lowest possible environmental impact.
The investigated MORE-CONNECT solutions take into consideration minimization of embodied energy and use materials suitable for reuse/recycling, as further explained below.
The main aim is to choose the solution with lowest environmental impact among technically and economically reasonable retrofitting solutions.
Reuse of previously used materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions
Opportunities
The prefabrication approach used in MORE-CONNECT is a suitable approach for the
application of previously used materials. The frame construction provides options for application of materials with any density and mechanical properties. There are two main
materials which can be reused in the MORE-CONNECT solution: thermal insulation and
wooden beams.
The prefabricated modules are produced under controlled environment in a production
line. Different types of reused building materials can be easily applied at the production
line. Either loose or bulk materials can be applied. Also, combinations of both types are
possible, even different bulk and loose material can be combined. The prefabricated
panels have several benefits for reuse of previously used materials in comparison to typical retrofitting solution. The main benefits are:


Existing manufacturers can make use of special warehouses to store raw material
in a protected environment, which prevents negative impact of precipitation;



Possibility to accumulate necessary amount of raw material;
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Better possibility to create material mix according to their thermodynamic properties
and customer needs;



Simultaneous production of panels with different thermal insulatio n materials and
short-term storage for later combination with respect to the needs of a specific object;



Production line can be easily adopted to any kind of material;



Easier monitoring and control of properties of reused materials;

Challenges
Unfortunately, there are several practical shortcomings for mass application of previously
used materials. The main shortcoming is a lack of reliable supply sources for such materials. Nowadays manufacturers offer their new products across the globe and mass production of typical products allows to offer reasonable prices. Currently the reuse of materials faces challenges in competing with the new products, the market for used materials
is not stable and it isn’t able to ensure mass production. Increase of available used mat erials for reuse can be expected in the next 20 – 30 years. The main reason is expected to
be the retrofitting of buildings built after 1990s. Such buildings already have some thermal insulation and timber elements, while buildings built before 1990s can be mainly
characterized as concrete/brick buildings with concrete slabs without any thermal insulation which can be separated from load bearing element. Therefore, from buildings before
1990, there is little insulation material to be reused. Some wall examples are shown in
figure 2.
«Suitability for reuse of various wall constructions»

Figure 3:

Wall structure in typical buildings in Estonia as used for the MORE-CONNECT pilot, for buildings
built before 1990s (left), and after 1990s (right)
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The demolishing process as well as the utilization and separation of construction waste of
recently built constructions may require extra staff hours in order to separate external
finishing out of thermal insulation and the main construction. Such a process is complicated and can cause mechanical damage of materials.
Reused materials might not have declared properties due to uncertain working conditions
and a lack of information on materials’ producers. Also, during the demolishing process, it
is not always possible to ensure proper material storage and to prevent negative impact
of precipitation. Material wetting significantly affects thermal conductivity and reduces its
value for thermal insulation, which has negative impact on a building's overall energy
efficiency when using affected material. Furthermore, during the transportation, materials
can lose their mechanical properties due to mechanical damage.
Existing wooden elements may contain mechanical fasteners such as steel nails, screws,
anchors etc. Such elements prevent reuse in mechanical production lines due to a high
risk of damage to machineries. Removal of steel elements can be done only manually
after careful visual inspection. Afterward timber elements can go to automated production
lines.
Future reuse of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions
The main focus of MORE-CONNECT solutions is to reduce on-site installation time by
using prefabricated elements. An example of a prefabricated element is shown in Figure 4.
«Installation and connection of prefabricated MORE-CONNECST panels»

Figur 4:

Installation and connection of prefabricated panel; on the right hand side, Smart Connectors are
shown

As it can be seen from the above-mentioned picture, proposed panels have only few
connectors, which allows easy replacement of panels after the end of their service life.
Compact shapes of panels are suitable for fast and safe transportation from the construction site to factory where such panels can be demolished and separated into pieces in a
warehouse using special power tools. Since the panels are produced at manufacturers,
more reliable information on the properties of the used materials will be available. This
facilitates their reuse. The easy demolition and transportation process prevents materials
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from negative impact of ambient environment and reduces risk of materials mechanical
damage, thus preventing moistening of materials and mechanical damages.
The MORE-CONNECT approach therefore provides opportunities for facilitating the future reuse of building materials.
The main benefits of MORE-CONNECT solutions for the future reuse of materials are:


Initial high construction quality;



Accurate transportation and installation of materials;



Well documented prefabrication process, according to factories' internal quality
standards;



Reliable data on materials properties;



Safe and fast demolishing process;



Materials do not undergo negative impacts of precipitation during initial production,
transportation, installation and later reuse;

Therefore, MORE-CONNECT solutions will have advantages for reuse/recycling at the
end of their service life compared to conventional building renovation.
2.2.3

Experience in Portugal

Reuse of previously used materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions
The majority of end of life products are not reused in Portugal. There is an underlying
energy potential and economic potential of exploring this market. To access these potentials, it is necessary to overcome some challenges and restrictions. Firstly, Eur opean and
national regulations restrict the characteristics and conditions to reuse some components
and materials in the production chain of new materials and products. Secondly, there is
an extensive lack of knowledge among field stakeholders regarding wh at type of waste
material is available, their characteristics and how they can use it as new products. Fina lly, there is also a social limitation. Users don’t perceive reuse as advantageous and ge nerally they will not accept reused materials in their buildings.
Future reuse of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions
By the end of the service life of the building, the MORE-CONNECT solutions developed
can still be reused in other buildings since they present a good durability. All systems
components are mounted in-situ using mechanical fixings and therefore deconstruction
processes at the end-of-life of the building are possible without damaging the main components of the systems: mineral wool layer and prefabricated panel. The major challenge
might be the separation of elements used in the fabrication of the panel because of the
polyurethane injection in the modules. In case it is not possible to separate elements,
even partially, they will need to be deposited in landfills. Although that constitutes the
worst solution in terms of end-of-life management of products, due the characteristics of
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the used materials (inert material) it is possible to mention that they will have reduced
potential environmental impacts.
2.2.4

Experience in Czechia

Reuse of previously used materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions
The reuse of previously used materials was not specifically taken into account in the d evelopment of the MORE-CONNECT solutions in Czechia. However, other related aspects
were taken into account. Besides reusing, an extension of service life also has a high
impact on the environmental performance, as this helps to keep existing materials in use.
The planned interventions of MORE-CONNECT solutions developed in Czechia have
planned service life of at least 40 years for improvement of building envelopes and 15 -20
years for improvements of building services.
Future reuse of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions
Current reuse of construction and demolition waste form the re novations
In the Czech renovation scenario, not much construction and demolition waste (CDW) is
planned during the interventions:
— Old windows will be removed;
— In some cases window openings will be extended;
— Some soil in the perimeter of the building will be excavated in order to apply drainage
systems to dry up the cellars;
— Roof tiling will be removed.
At the moment, there is no specific plan how to cope with this construction and demolition
waste as whole structures or building elements, rather as materials for reuse. Probably
the best available scenarios for the materials in the Czech case would be:
— Windows: Flat glass to be sent to glass factory in order to be recycled into new glass.
Window frames dismounted, clean metals and plastic recycled. Wooden parts probably used for electricity/heat production by incineration.
— Bricks and mortar from the extension of the windows’ openings: Mortar, when collec ted, would probably find use as a fill material for landscaping, but the amounts of m aterial are so low that probably it will just be landfilled. Cleaned bricks can be re -used,
probably for interior fillings and partitions, these can be offered on the second hand
online market for free to anyone.
— Excavated soil will be transported to soil stock and used as fi lling substrate for landscaping.
— Roof tiling will probably represent the highest amount of waste material. Depending
on its type, it will be either landfilled (asphalt tiles) or used as filling substrate for
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landscaping (concrete or ceramic tiles). In some cases tiles were used containing asbestos, these are handled as hazardous waste which has to be landfilled with special
care in airtight packing.
Future reuse of the modular retrofitting solutions
The modular retrofitting system developed for the Czech case could be theoretically reused as whole structure. It is fixed on steel anchors on the walls of existing buildings, so
it would be possible to disassemble the modules and use them on another building of
similar shape. But this scenario is not likely, more probably the modules will be removed
from the building and disassembled into elements.
The elements consist of various materials; some materials will be easy to separate for
recycling; separation of others will be complicated. Separation will be easy for the interior
layer of thermal insulation, for the structural frame made of timber and its fillings from
thermal insulation. Also, structural boards in the structure will be separable. On the other
hand, the external layers of the panels, where the surface consists of plaster on a board
or thermal insulation might be complicated to separate.
It is envisaged that the materials coming from the disassembled modules will be handled
in the following way, based on today's knowledge:
— Timber elements: easily separable and could be reused as structural elements,
downcycled as non-structural elements or sent to waste incineration plants for energy
recovery;
— Thermal insulation:
– Glasswool and rockwool can be reused or sent for recycling into new thermal insulation;
– Fibre wood insulation can be reused or sent to waste incineration plants for energy recovery;
– Vacuum insulation panels (VIPs) are hard to reuse as their dimension is fixed and
cannot be accommodated. VIPs are complex products and hard to fully rec ycle
with current technologies.
— Structural boards: Some of them may be reused, but most of them will probably be
landfilled.
— External layers of plaster, glass fabric and paint are not easily separable with current
technologies, they will probably be landfilled. There is a preference not to use such
finishings, but at the moment other alternatives are significantly more expensive.
— Windows: Flat glass to be sent to glass factory in order to be recycled into new glass.
Window frames dismounted, clean metals and plastic recycled. Wooden parts probably used for electricity/heat production by incineration.
— Metal fasteners and elements can be separated and recycled easily.
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— An element has been developed which is made of textile reinforced concrete and
which will be used for plinth covering. Textile reinforced concrete has advantages in
terms of the reduced material input, yet in comparison with steel -reinforced concrete
it has the disadvantage of being less favourable for disassembly into its components
and subsequent reuse.
Regarding the use of textile reinforced concrete, a material was chosen with uncertainty
for its reuse, yet which has other advantages such as reduced amount of materials input.
Several studies have been developed for comparison of textile reinfor ced concrete (TRC)
and ordinary concrete (Laiblová et al 2015, Fiala 2011, Laiblová et al. 2016). Environmental profiles show values of textile reinforced concrete are lower or similar in all cat egories of environmental impacts because of lower material c onsumption compared to the
ordinary concrete. However, strength of the performance material also has to be taken
into account. The ratio between the strength and the environmental impact is much more
favourable for textile reinforced concrete. Potential of durable materials may go even
further with different ways of lightening. It is possible to prepare elements with one side
ribs or system of ribs and these elements can bring next reduction of amount of concrete
in a comparison to standard solid elements (Vlach et al. 2016). The other way with similar
effect is installation of foam core prisms inside of the struc ture (Chira et al. 2015).
2.2.5

Experience in Estonia

Overview on MORE-CONNECT solution
In the following figure, an overview is given of the MORE-CONNECT solutions developed
in Estonia:
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«Overview on the MORE-CONNECT solution in Estonia»

Figure 5:

Designed solutions at the different structural points of the pilot building

Reuse of previously used materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions
MORE-CONNECT solutions help to reuse old apartment buildings in Estonia and to make
them liveable. Kuusk et al (2014) showed that an existing apartment building can be renovated to meet the same energy-efficiency levels as a new building, while the demolition
of an existing building and construction of a new one has at least three times higher env ironmental impact than low-energy renovation. This is illustrated in the following table.
Table 1. Emission of CO2 from the production of construction materials and from energy
production when comparing renovation and demolition of an old apartment building , in
comparison with CO2 emissions from district heating or electricity use. In this table, embodied energy of a renovation scenario is expressed as a sum of CO 2 emitted from the
production of the construction materials and CO 2 emitted from the energy production that
a building consumes during the period of 20 years.
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Modular prefabricated renovation panels developed for the MORE-CONNECT pilot in
Estonia are made by timber frame. Wood is a renewable material. Timber recycling could
also be possible, but high requirements to quality related to dimensions, strength, moisture safety, absence of mould or other damages probably prevent the massive reuse of
recycled wood in MORE-CONNECT panels in Estonia.
Modular prefabricated renovation panels developed for the MORE-CONNECT pilot in
Estonia are insulated by ISOVER glass wool. The glass wool is mainly made from sand
and recycled glass. The average proportion of recycled content in the production of
ISOVER glass wool is 54%. According to latest research results the reference service life
of mineral wool is not limited if the material is professionally insta lled and used (Bau EPD
GmbH 2014).
Future reuse of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions
For the pilot project of the MORE-CONNECT project in Estonia, timber frame was used
because the wood can be used at the end of the service life. Reuse or recycling of glass
wool products is technically feasible, but does not take place under the current ecological
and economic conditions (Bau EPD GmbH 2014).
All windows in the Estonian pilot will be changed. Some of the old windows (~50%) could
be reused in other similar apartment buildings.
2.2.6

Experience in the Netherlands

Reuse of previously used materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions
In the Dutch geocluster, the MORE-CONNECT solutions developed do not take into account previously used material. This simply has not been a topic as of yet. The intention
is to explore this aspect more in the near future.

Future reuse of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions
In the Netherlands, the following opportunities and challenges were identified in connection with the future reuse of material used in the MORE-CONNECT pilot projects:
Opportunities
The materials that are used in the Dutch MORE-CONNECT solution are all suitable for
reuse. The main material that is used is wood. This material is biobased. All the wood
that is used is sourced form FSC certified forests. After the first lifecycle of the façade the
wood can be used a second time when in good condition. If the wood is in poorer cond ition the wood can be laminated. This laminated wood can be used for producti on of window frames.
The façade is produced with the end of product life in mind. The composition of the f acade is suitable for deconstruction. Different materials that are used in the façade are
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easily separated after the first lifecycle. This process is labour friendly. It is intended to
work together with suppliers of raw materials to give them back their product at the end of-life of the façade. Suppliers like Kingspan can recycle the old material into new EPS.
BJW does this already with the glazing. Pilkington NL recycles the sheetglass to produce
new glass for many different applications.
Challenges
The only material that is used in the Dutch solution that is not suited to deconstruct into
raw materials is Fermacell. In Fermacell plates a lot of glue is used. This glue is hard to
separate at the end of life.
Within the Dutch geocluster there is not enough knowledge about the recyclability of solar
panels, water pumps and ventilation systems. This knowledge is expected to be gained in
the near future to be able to make the Dutch solution fully recyclable.
2.2.7

Experience in Denmark

Reuse of previously used materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions
MORE-CONNECT solution developed by Invela
The MORE-CONNECT solution consisting of the 3D-printing of wall insulation as developed by Invela in the Danish geocluster does not take into account previously used mat erials.
MORE-CONNECT solution developed by Innogie
The MORE-CONNECT solution consisting of roof-integrated PV systems as developed by
Innogie uses PV cells made of cadmium telluride. Cadmium is a byproduct of zinc production (Fthenakis 2004), occurring in large quantities. If it were not used in PV produ ction, it would have to be disposed. Cadmium is toxic. However, when combined with tellurium, a substantially less toxic material is created. Furthermore, cadmium telluride is e ncapsulated between two sheets of glass for use as photovoltaic panels. These two a spects essentially eliminate safety concerns regarding the use of cadmium telluride in PV
panels. Recycling of cadmium telluride is an important aspect of the use of these types of
PV panels. On the one hand, this is necessary to contain the cadmium at the end of the
life cycle of the PV panels. On the other hand, this allows to reuse the tellurium, which is
a rare metalloid. Recycling of the cadmium telluride is considered to be an important
source for ensuring availability of tellurium (Marwede and Reller 2012). Accordingly, in
the long term, the use of recycled material in these PV panels is an important factor.
Future reuse of material from MORE-CONNECT solutions
MORE-CONNECT solution developed by Invela
The recyclability depends on the kind of material which is chosen for insulation material
and for the finishing mortar and rendering.
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For the façade insulation, various options are investigated, one of which is with a specific
rock wool manufacturer. That manufacturer recycles all the insulation if during the construction process it is filled into bags, without any other materials. They deliver the bags
for that purpose on site for free and they transport them back to the factory, also for free.
When using the Robot At Work solution as developed by Invela, there are specific oppo rtunities for reuse in connection with the renovation of façades. The big benefits for recycling possibilities when using that solution is that it is thereby possible to remove the old
layer of armored mortar, by milling the top 1-2 cm on the façade very accurately, and
suck this material into bags. Afterwards the insulation material can be excavated and
sucked into bags on site as wells. This process leaves the old facade or surface almost
without any insulation on it. This process would be too expensive, if it had to be done by
hand. It would also be impractical if the whole façade solution was first torn down, because then all the mortar would be mixed up with the insulation, and then the rock wool
could not be reused.
This new solution has not been tested so far, yet it is considered to be possible to implement it. The process could be the same for other façade insulation solutions with mortar
rendering as the finished layer, irrespective of the insulation material.
MORE-CONNECT solution developed by Innogie
The roof-integrated PV systems developed by Innogie are planned to be recycled at the
end of their life-cycle. As indicated above, recycling of cadmium telluride is considered to
play an important role to control the cadmium contained in the solar cells, and to ensure
availability of tellurium as a raw material.

2.3

Options for materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions with respect to
reuse

2.3.1

Introduction

In this chapter it is documented, which considerations have been made in the various
MORE-CONNECT concepts developed in each geocluster regarding options for materials
with respect to their potential for reuse. In particular, it is indicated which options for m aterials have been considered, what is known regarding the possibilities regarding the
inclusion of reused materials or the future reuse of the materials in the MORE -CONNECT
solutions, and which material options were chosen for which reasons. Factors are also
taken into account which may lead to choices which do not favor the inclusion of reused
material or the future reuse of material used in MORE-CONNECT solutions, for example
economic considerations.
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2.3.2

Experience in Latvia

The future reuse of thermal insulation components is one of the main aims of the retrofitting solutions applied by the MORE-CONNECT approach. The proposed technical solutions were evaluated in terms of possible future reuse/utilization.
The replacement of existing PVC windows is not considered in the retrofitting approach.
PVC is extremely difficult to recycle, which has a negative impact on the reduction of the
total environmental impact. The PVC replacement is considered to be developed further
in the next 10 years.
Traditionally the majority of building materials in Latvia is recyclable. The building in the
Latvian pilot case study has a relatively small area of external building envelope, which
makes it more feasible to use previously used materials for retrofitting. Thus, in principle,
there were opportunities for making use of reuse in the MORE-CONNECT pilot case
study.
However, the inclusion of used material wasn’t specifically taken into consideration due
to the fact that the proposed solutions in the pilot were required to be replicable at a wide
scale under current market conditions and to be produced on standardized manufacturing
lines. During the preselection phase the focus was on materials which are already widely
used by industrial partners and are available on the market. Furthermore, during the preselection process for the MORE-CONNECT pilots, the main target was to achieve cost
optimal retrofitting solution. The reuse of building materials can potentially reduce total
costs of retrofitting solutions. However, this is not sure yet. The estimation of such benefits requires additional precise economical calculations related to reuse options, beyond
the scope of the MORE-CONNECT project.
The proposed concept options are based on a frame construction. Steel and timber
frames were taken into consideration. As thermal insulation, mineral wool was considered
as most flexible and cost optimal solution. Also EPS can be used as thermal insulation.
However, it is less flexible, and joints in the carcass can reduce total energy performance
of retrofitting solution.
According to Indriksone et al. 2011, a timber reuse is possible if timber can be dismantled
without damage. Metal elements also are recyclable material. Both mineral wool and EPS
are reusable materials. It can be concluded that available materials have a high reuse
potential. However, embodied energy varies strongly for the mentioned materials.
Currently there is not any specific target which was established for the construction process with respect to reuse. The general guidance for the construction process is to use
as little as possible fasteners and joins to ensure future reuse of timber materials and to
facilitate the dismantling of panels’ parts.
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2.3.3

Experience in Portugal

Both the future reuse of MORE-CONNECT solutions as the reuse of previously used m aterials were active concerns during the design of the MORE-CONNECT solutions. At the
end of the service life of a particular building where the MORE-CONNECT solutions are
integrated, which may present higher durability than the service life of a conventionally
renovated building, material used in the MORE-CONNECT solutions can be reused in
other buildings or structures. The external/internal cladding of the façade modules i nclude a recycled material which is made from waste materials from automotive industry,
such as, kraft and cellulosic paper, polyurethane foam, fabrics and fibreglass.
Regarding the module structure (frame) both aluminum and wood were considered. The
initial structure was considered to be in aluminum because it is a widely used material in
Portugal in these types of prefabricated structures and in the construction sector in ge neral. Although it presents a higher potential to be reused when compared to wood, its
embodied energy (particularly during production), and consequently the embodied pote ntial environmental impacts, is significantly higher than wood, which is a renewable mat erial. At the end of the service life, wood can be easily reused for secondary materials
(e.g. fibres) or used in processes of energy recovery. In addition, wood presents a higher
thermal performance than aluminum, allowing avoiding thermal bridges, particularly in t he
connection between modules. For these reasons and in order to select an innovative s olution for the prefabricated modules in the context of the MORE-CONNECT geocluster in
Portgugal, it was decided to use a wood frame.
Regarding filling materials of the module, only polyurethane foam was considered, given
its high thermal performance and high durability. The disadvantage is the fact that it is not
mechanically recyclable. It would also be significantly difficult to separate and reuse the
foam.
In the definition of the external and internal cladding of the module the materials consi dered were Coretech® (recycled material) and the cork slab. Cork is a natural and rene wable material and its extraction is a sustainable process since it is not necessary to c ut
the cork oak to extract this material and its extraction is good for the life time of the oaks.
Additionally it can be removed separately from the building elements, it can be reused in
other structures or buildings or be recycled into new applications of thermal insulation or
as an inert for lightweight concrete production. Coretech® is a recycled material made
from waste components of the car industry. It presents attractive characteristics such as
high durability, water and fire resistance and a very good thermal performance. It also
presents a lower cost than the cork slab. Because of its properties , cork is an attractive
material to be used. Nevertheless, the chosen option was to use Coretech® since it is a
panel made of waste materials from the car industry, thus contributing to closing the loop
of the materials life-cycle, besides of being cheaper.
In addition, all the chosen materials are non-toxic and inert when disposed in landfills, if
there is no other possibility at their end-of-life.
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The reuse possibility was taken into account although the final decisions to select the
materials were not affected/influenced by that possibility since the reuse potential s of the
materials were similar.
2.3.4

Experience in Czechia

In the Czech pilot within the MORE-CONNECT project, the possibility to recycle material
at the end of the service life of the prefabricated elements was taken into account as
much as possible. The focus is thereby less on direct reuse, and more on recycling in any
form. Due to preference for solutions with shorter payback period, however, not all favourable solutions could be used.
In the Czech case, it has not been a specific objective during the design of the MORECONNECT solutions to make use of previously used materials in the prefabricated sol utions, and such materials were not taken into consideration.
With respect to the construction process, external thermal insulation composite systems
(ETICS) solutions are in most cases problematic for the reuse of materials as current
technologies do not allow for easy separation of layers of thermal insulation and plaster
and easy removal of plastic or metallic anchors and re-use of materials.
The materials for the preselection of the favorable concept to be tested in the pilot were
chosen based on optimising for short payback time and low life cycle primary energy
whilst maintaining long predicted service life. In some cases, biomaterials like wood fib re
insulation get preference because of low embodied energy, in other cases traditional m aterials like glass fibre are more favorable due to lower cost or lower sensitivity to moisture.
In one case, regarding the use of textile reinforced concrete, a material was chosen
which is less favourable for reuse, yet with has other advantages such as reduced
amount of materials input.
2.3.5

Experience in Estonia

For the pilot of the MORE-CONNECT project in Estonia, a timber frame was chosen, as
explained above, in combination with glass wool. Another material for thermal insulation
would be cellulose insulation which is made of reused waste paper. The settlements of
cellulose insulation, mainly during transportation, but also by changes in the ambient
relative humidity and temperature, may prevent using this material. The adequate density
3

of dry sprayed cellulose should be at least 80 kg/m to minimize the settlements. This
density requires twice as much material compared to typical wet sprayed cellulose and
has 12% larger thermal conductivity (Smoljakova 2015).
2.3.6

Experience in the Netherlands

The future reuse at end of the service life of materials/components of the MORECONNECT solutions has been an objective during the design of these solutions. The
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patented Klik-Span solution is used to easily mount and dismount the façades on site.
This mechanism replaces bolts and screws in the attachment process. The mechanism
hooks and locks the façade onto the building. At the end of life of the façade, the mech anism is able to unlock the façade from the building, thereby making the separation process simple and quick. The façade is not damaged by the dismounting phase.
It has not been an objective during the design of the MORE CONNECT solutions to make
use of previously used materials/components for these solutions.
As options for materials, different kinds of insulation have been considered for the
MORE-CONNECT project. As a result of related evaluations, it was decided to stop using
EPS, because the production of EPS causes a lot of CO2 emissions. The alternative that
is used now is more sustainable and is faster to produce. The material that is used now is
Knauf Naturoll. The glass used in this material is recycled. This ensures a lower CO2
footprint. Apart from this material, mainly wood was chosen as material for the pilot projects.
Frame/façade can easily be used two cycles. No research has been done for usage of
the materials after this timeframe.
2.3.7

Experience in Denmark

The future reuse at the end of the service life of materials/components has been an objective during the design of the MORE-CONNECT solutions developed by Invela. From
the start when the façade solution with robot technology was developed, it was an embedded request that the solution would have to be so flexible in its design and work capacity that a demolishing of the façade solution could be done without big changes.
It was not an objective, however, to make use of previously used materials/components
in the MORE-CONNECT solution, because of the big variation of façade solutions and
old materials, and to keep the focus on the new technology being developed.
The options for materials which were evaluated by Invela include:
— Spider foam, insulation spray from USA
— Foam concrete in general
— Thermosilit, insulating mortar from Salzburg
— Fixit 222, insulating mortar from Switzerland
— Multipor block insulation system from Switzerland
— Red Art Lamel Energy insulation system based on rock wool
While both the investigated Multipor block insulation system and the Red Art Lamel Energy insulation system have embedded recycling schemes for the material, the Red Art
Lamel Energy insulation was considered to be economically advantageous. Furthermore,
it offered to advantage of not requiring mechanical mounting of the insulation.
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2.4

Intervention points in the supply chain with respect to reuse

2.4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, ideas are mentioned from the various geoclusters how the active reuse of
building components and materials could be facilitated through interventions in the supply
chain of MORE-CONNECT solutions.
2.4.2

Experience in Latvia

In order to promote the reuse of materials, the following is considered to be particularly
important:
— It is necessary that the supply chain of MORE-CONNECT products uses national
guidance and standard values on materials' environmental impact and focuses on
materials produced in Latvia.
— In addition, it is important that technical data on used building materials is included in
building documentation during the whole life time.
At a more detailed level, the following improvements of the MORE-CONNECT supply
chain are envisaged to facilitate reuse in the future:
«Overview on reuse concept for MORE-CONNECT solutions»

MORE-CONNECT solution is ready for transportation for future reuse

Production

•Extra storage space;
•Additional mechanical
equipment;
• Reliable construction
companies in field of building
demolishing and construction
material reuse;
•Improvements of reused
wooded beams processing
technology ;
• Governmental support;

Figure 6:

Transportation
and installation

•Minor adaptation
of existing
transportation
solutions;

Overview on reuse concept for MORE-CONNECT solutions

Demolish
and reuse
•Clear
requirements for
construction
waste utilization
and separation;
•Guidance on
demolishing
process, to keep
materials initial
properties ;
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In the figure above, in red colour the necessary improvements of the MORE-CONNECT
supply chain are shown in order to implement application of reused building materials. As
it can be seen, the existing supply chain can be easily adopted for use of previously used
materials. MORE-CONNECT solutions facilitate future utilization of used materials as well
as future separation and reuse after their life time.
2.4.3

Experience in Portugal

In Portugal there are no specialized companies for the disassembly of building comp onents and for the characterization of materials resulting from this process. The specific
amount of building components and materials resulting from the dismantling of buildings
is unknown in Portugal. Additionally, the characteristics of this flow are also unknown, i.e.
amount and type of materials, recycling potential, reuse potential, conformity with the pre existing rules and standards regarding the reuse of materials in the manufacture of buil ding products are not known. This is considered to be a main barrier in the reuse of building components and materials. While companies and procedures to foster the reuse of
building components and materials do not exist, the building product companies should
be responsible, to some extent, of ensuring that the different materials can be at least
separated at the end of their service lives.
2.4.4

Experience in Czechia

For facilitating the active reuse of building components and materials through interve ntions in the supply chain of MORE-CONNECT solutions, a measure could be that producers introduce some kind of separated waste collection scheme.
2.4.5

Experience in Estonia

Reuse and recycling of demolished materials in new buildings constructed by professio nal companies is currently not popular in Estonia. As companies are required to guarantee
quality, they do not like to take risks associated with reusing old materials. Reuse and
recycling of demolished materials is popular to some extent by self -builders.
2.4.6

Experience in the Netherlands

The following possible ideas have come up regarding the question how the active reuse
of building components and materials could be facilitated through interventions in the
supply chain of MORE-CONNECT solutions:
— Material passports for the owner of the building: This method can help with the deconstruction of buildings. During deconstruction the building owner can then more
easily decide what materials are suitable for another product.
— Design for disassembly: The MORE-CONNECT solution is already suitable for disassembly because this has been a topic during the design stage of the product.
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— Patented technology: Klik-Span is a system that enables that the façade can be disassembled easily.
— Knowing the origin of the material: BJW has experience with EPS that was not pr oduced properly. The EPS could not be reused again. BJW now makes sure that this
does not happen again. BJW now works together with Kingspan-Unideck (NL) to ensure this.

2.4.7

Experience in Denmark

A possibility to further increase reuse of materials could be to ask suppliers of the rock
wool material envisaged to be used in the pilots to reuse also the old demolished mortar
in future cases.
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3

Material alternatives in relation to the combined energy and
materials impact of prefabricated elements

3.1

General opportunities and challenges with respect to the combined
energy and materials impact

Materials differ with respect to their combined energy and materials impact. The combined energy and materials impact is considered here to refer to the combination of the
impact of renovation measures due to the decrease in operational energy use for heating
or cooling purposes on the one hand, and the impact of energy and emissions embodied
in the materials on the other hand. Building renovation measures such as those with
MORE-CONNECT solutions on the one hand reduce the operational energy use of the
building, and, on the other hand, energy is necessary to produce the materials used for
the MORE-CONNECT solutions, to put them into place, and to remove them at the end of
their life cycle.
Here, «materials impacts» only means embodied energy and related climate change impact of the materials. There are important possible material impacts like scarcity and d epletion of materials, pollution, disposal problems, etc. There are for example important
scarcity/depletion reasons speaking in favour of reuse of building materials with respect
to gravel, sand, and copper. There might also be strategic and geopolitical reasons for
reduction of dependence of the construction industry on materials imported from far di stances or unstable regions of the world.
The combined energy and material impacts are influenced both by the energetic properties of the materials in question, by reducing energy consumption and emissions, as well
as the embodied energy associated with production, transport, use and disposal of the
materials (Citherlet 2013). Only from a life-cycle perspective is it possible to take into
account both aspects and to identify solutions which reduce the overall combined energy
and material impacts most effectively.
The reuse of materials, as discussed above, is an important factor for reducing the combined energy and materials impact of renovation materials. There are also further factors
beyond that.
In particular, bio-based materials play an important role in reducing the combined energy
and materials impact of renovation materials, as their production often requires less e nergy input, causes less greenhouse gas emissions and is more sustainable than other
types of materials. In its Strategy for a Bioeconomy for Europe, the European Commission calls for a partial replacement of non-renewable products by more sustainable biobased ones in order to mitigate climate change (European Commission 2012).
Sometimes, there may even be trade-offs between the reuse of materials and the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact. Textile reinforced concrete (TRC), for
example, is a composite which allows to reduce material input significantly. However, in
comparison with pure concrete or steel-reinforced concrete, TRC, as composite material,
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can less easily be reused at the end of its service life. It is impossible to separate the
fabric from the cement matrix easily. On the other hand, there are also positive sides
suitable for discussion. High performance concrete is a non-absorbent material with high
strength. If we crush it and replace a part of aggregates in new recycled concrete, there
will be no problem with changing the amount of mixing water. This problem is currently
with recycled concrete due to the water absorption of recycled aggregate using ordinary
concrete. Furthermore, the effect of fibres on the mechanical parameters of the new recycled composite may be an interesting phenomenon because during crushing process of
textile reinforced concrete a part of fabric will be damaged.
In countries which overall have a relatively cold climate, the application of relatively thick
layers of thermal insulation is required. Thus, taking into account embodied energy is
particularly important in these countries for ensuring good solutions with low total environmental impact.

3.2

Allocation of benefits associated with recycling on combined energy
and materials impact

There are various approaches how the benefits in terms of reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions and primary energy associated with recycling can be taken into account.
In literature, mostly two approaches are distinguished (Frischknecht 2010):
— Recycled content approach: According to this approach, emissions and primary
energy use are allocated to a product taking into account the share of recycled material it contains. For the recycled material, only the energy use and emissions assoc iated with the recycling are taken into account. No benefit is attributed to the material
for future reuse of the material.
— End of life recycling approach: According to this approach, the benefit of avoiding
emissions and energy use due to recycling of a product at the end of its life cycle is
allocated to the primary product, not the recycled material.
As pointed out in literature, there are arguments for both approaches, and which a pproach is applied depends on the perspective which is taken. In the case of building renovation, the recycled content approach is considered to be appropriate. It reflects well the
situation of an investor examining his or her available choices to reduce future non renewable primary energy use and greenhouse gas emissions given the current situation,
including options to make use of reused/recycled material, without the possibility of
changing emissions that occurred in the past.
In the case of materials for building insulation elements, the end of life recycling approach is considered to be less suitable, because of the long service life of building elements and the related uncertainty as to whether by the end of the service life of the building elements potential benefits related to their recyclability will actually materialize. Ne vertheless, it is considered to be important to take appropriate measures to facilitate the
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future reuse of the components of building elements at the end of their service life.The
recycled content approach also has its limitations, as for example when a material is r ecycled into other product systems and the material's properties are thereby changed, the
use of recycled material does not necessarily displace the use of primary materials.
Apart from the approaches indicated above there are further approaches. One of them is
the resource flow approach (Rovers 2013). The starting point for that approach is the
view that the original impact associated with the production of the primary material is not
eliminated if something is reused or recycled. In that approach, recycling and reuse accordingly reduce the embodied impact per year of that material, yet the impact associa ted
with the extraction of the material continues to be allocated in part also to the recycled
and reused material. Accordingly, the emissions and the primary energy use associated
with the extraction of a material from its environment are allocated to the related product
over is primary use as well as all cycles of recycling and reuse. This approach thereby
includes elements of both the recycled content approach and the end of life recycling
approach.

3.3

Comparison of the combined energy and materials impact of various
insulation materials

The embodied energy impact of various insulation materials is often found to be described in literature with the unit MJ/kg. An overview on related data is provided in the
following table:

Embodied energy, MJ/kg
Hammond and
Jones (2008)

Hammond and Jones
(2011)

Indriksone.et al.
(2011)

Indriksone et
al.,(2011a)

Stone wool

16.8

16.8

14 - 25

23.3

Glass wool

28

28

25 - 50

48.8

Sheep wool

15

Polyurethane

72.1

102.1

Expanded polystyrene

88.6

88.6

Woodwool (loose)

10.8

10.8

Woodwool (board)

20

20

Wool (recycled)

20.9

20.9

Cellulose

0.94 – 3.3

Timber
Plywood

95 - 104

98.5

0.94 – 3.3

4–8

7.03

8.5

10

4–9

3.06

15

15

Cork

4

Flax

39.5

MDF

11

11

Steel

24.4

20.1

Steel (reused)

9.5

9.4

Fibre cement board
Table 2:

Comparison of materials' embodied energy

9.32

13.9
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However, based on such numbers alone it is not straightforward to compare the material
impact of various materials, as apart from the embodied energy expressed in MJ per kg
of insulation material, other properties of the material play a role in determining how
much embodied energy is necessary for achieving a certain thermal performance of the
insulation. In particular, the density of the material and the thermal conductivity of a m aterial influence the embodied energy impact of a material for achieving a certain energetic performance.
Furthermore, the useful life-time of a building material has an impact on the embodied
emissions on an annual basis.
The following table provides an overview of some common insulation materials and ind icates how much embodied energy and embodied emissions are necessary to improve a
2

building's U-value from 1.0 to 0.1 W / (m * K) with the related material, for illustration.
Here, the embodied energy and embodied emissions data from Hammond and Jones
(2011) have been used. The useful life-time has been assumed to be 40 years for all
materials.
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Embodied
energy,
[MJ/kg]

Embodied Material
greenhous density
gas emis- [kg/m3]
sions [kg
CO2equivalent/kg]

Thermal
conductivity
factor λ [W/
(m*K)]

Hammond
and Jones
(2011),

Hammond
and Jones
(2011)
KBOB et al.
(2014)

Utochkina,
E. (2014),
Corklink
(2016),
Kymäläinen
and
Sjöberg
(2008)

Utochkina, E.
(2014),
Corklink
(2016), Kymäläinen and
Sjöberg
(2008)

Glass wool

28

0.36

28

Rock wool

16.8

0.96

Cellulose

2.1

0.26

Cork

4

Flax (Mat)

39.5

Polyurethane
Expanded polystyrene
Table 3:

Embodied energy to decrease
U-value of wall
from 1.0 to 0.1
per m2, annualized over the lifetime
[MJ/(m 2 *a)]

Embodied
greenhouse gas
emissions to
decrease U-value
of wall from 1.0
to 0.1 per m 2,
annualized over
the life-time
[kg CO2equivalent/(m 2
*a)]

0.0425

7.5

0.36

90

0.0425

14.5

0.96
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0.04

0.9

0.11

0.19

105

0.04

3.8

0.18

1.7

27.5

0.057

13.8

0.59

102.1

4.1

42.5

0.0325

31.7

1.26

88.6

2.6

22.5

0.0395

17.7

0.51

Comparison of properties of various insulation materials and illustrative example of embodied
energy and embodied emissions necessary to decrease U-value of the wall from 1.0 to 0.1 W / (m2
* K) per m 2 of wall area, annualized over the lifetime of the insulation element. Here, mainly the
embodied energy and emissions data mentioned above from Hammond and Jones (2011) are
used. In addition, data from KBOB et al. (2014) is used for the embodied emissions of cellulose.
Medium values were used when data ranges were provided.

The illustrative example shows that cellulose and cork requires the lowest amount of embodied energy to achieve a given insulation performance, followed by glass wool. Flax,
rock wool and expanded polystyrene require larger amounts of embodied energy input,
whereas polyurethane requires the highest amount of embodied energy input for the ins ulation materials listed. With respect to embodied greenhouse gas emissions, cellulose
has the lowest impact, followed by cork. The third lowest impact on greenhouse gas
emissions has glass wool among the materials indicated here, to achieve a given insulation performance, followed by expanded polystyrene and flax. Rock wool causes a larger
amount of embodied emissions, and polyurethane has the highest impact in terms of embodied emissions.
The overview shows that bio-based materials such as cellulose and cork as well material
containing a high share of recycled material such as glass wool have a particularly low
impact on embodied emissions and embodied energy use for achieving a given insulation
performance.
It has to be noted that life-cycle data for embodied energy use and embodied emissions
depend on several assumptions in the related models, such as regarding attributions and
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exclusions in the models, energy sources, cultivation methods, productio n methods, etc.
For example, in Zabalza Bribián (2011), cited in Lopez Hurtado (2016), a different allocation of embodied energy and embodied emissions regarding cellulose was carried out,
taking into account the impact of the manufacture of newsprint, which represented then
over 90% of overall embodied energy use attributed to cellulose. This is, however, not
taken into account by other data sources applying the recycled content approach for the
attribution of life cycle impacts. Zabalza Bribián (2011), cited in Lopez Hurtado (2016)
nevertheless confirmed the overall low impact of bio-based materials on greenhouse gas
emissions in comparison with other materials. In particular, the study concluded that
wood wool has particularly low embodied greenhouse gas emissions.
Furthermore, it has to be taken into account that the embodied emissions and embodied
energy use of building materials change over time. In particular, there may be changes
for example because the energy system is more and more based on renewable energies
or because the primary materials become scarcer and therefore more and more difficult
to access.

3.4

Specific opportunities and challenges of MORE-CONNECT solutions
concerning the combined energy and materials impact

3.4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, specific opportunities and challenges for MORE-CONNECT solutions with
respect to the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact are documented
per geocluster.
3.4.2

Experience in Latvia

Latvia has a relatively cold climate, insulation thicknesses are accordingly relatively
large, which is why taking into account embodied energy is particularly important. Widely
used thermal insulation materials in Latvia are mineral wool and expanded polystyrene
The specific challenge is to create a reliable network of suppliers and installers of ecomaterials. Currently typical thermal insulation materials have a n extended network of
retailers, predictable materials properties, trained craftsmen. Materials with more favourable life cycle properties have to compete with such materials.
It is a challenge for both small companies carrying out conventional building renovation
activities as well as industrial producers of prefabricated elements. Small companies offering innovative eco-materials are often not able to provide the necessary service and
technical support. Producers of prefabricated houses and panels have to ensure the
quality of their product at least for 35 – 50 year. This can be best done by using trusted
and well know materials.
In the scope of the MORE-CONNECT project it was decided to use already well known
materials with reasonably low level of embodied energy.
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3.4.3

Experience in Portugal

There is a high environmental impact and embodied energy use of materials in the Portuguese construction sector. The MORE-CONNECT solutions have the opportunity of reducing the primary energy needs of the building by around 25% (84% reduction of the Uvalue of the exterior walls), thus reducing the potential environmental impacts of the e nergy used to control the buildings’ indoor temperatures. Simultaneously, there is an o pportunity to reduce the embodied impact of the solutions used in the energy renovation of
buildings. The MORE-CONNECT solution is made of materials with lower potential environmental impacts than other similar products used in energy renovation projects, thus
allowing improving the environmental life-cycle impacts of renovated buildings.
One important challenge for the dissemination of this solution might be the social a cceptance of reused and recycled materials.
3.4.4

Experience in Czechia

With respect to the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact of the MORE CONNECT solutions, a high potential is seen for biomaterials such as timber for structu ral elements or wood fibres as thermal insulation. In some cases, it has also already been
possible to save absolute amount of used materials by using less materials of higher
quality, for instance by using steel S355 instead of S235 for anchors.
3.4.5

Experience in Estonia

The challenge is considered to be mainly to decrease the price of MORE-CONNECT solutions. Less focus is therefore put on the use of materials with a small combined energy
and materials impact. At the moment renovation with modular panels is still more expe nsive compared to external thermal insulation system (ETICS). Of course, the quality and
installation speed of MORE-CONNECT solutions is better and long-term price is the
same or even lower, but not all customers value that.
3.4.6

Experience in the Netherlands

In the Netherlands, the following opportunities and challenges were identified in conne ction with MORE-CONNECT pilot projects concerning the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact of the MORE-CONNECT solutions:
Opportunities
— When more knowledge develops in the supply chain, there is an opportunity that
there is a larger demand for related solutions being developed in the MORECONNECT project.
— The Dutch MORE-CONNECT solution is mostly bio-based, because the main material
used is wood. The share of bio-based material could be further increased by adding
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bio-based insulation. This, however, has a higher cost, therefore it is not used commonly.
Challenges
— This topic is at the moment not taken into account by almost anyone in decision ma king positions.
— There is not enough focus/knowledge on this topic in the supply chain.
— It is difficult to put economic value on this quality of the MORE -CONNECT solution.
— The price is too high at this moment for specific solutions which lower the combined
energy and materials impact.
3.4.7

Experience in Denmark

In Denmark, opportunities were identified to reduce the combined energy and materials
impact of materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions on the one hand with respect to the
material for the wall insulation, and on the other hand with respect to the choice of the
material for the photovoltaic panels.

3.5

Options for materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions with respect to
the combined energy and materials impact

3.5.1

Introduction

In this chapter it is documented, which considerations have been made in the various
MORE-CONNECT concepts developed in each geocluster regarding options for materials
with respect to the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact. In particular,
it is indicated which options for materials have been considered, what is known regarding
the impacts of these materials, and which material options were chosen for which re asons. Factors are also taken into account which may lead to choices which do not min imize the combined energy and materials impact, for example economic considerations.
3.5.2

Experience in Latvia

A list of possible material alternatives which have a relatively low embodied energy use,
except EPS thermal insulation material, is shown in Table 2. The precise evaluation of
the embodied energy of the most relevant materials to be used in MORE-CONNECT solutions are shown in Table 2.
As it can be seen, polyurethane and polystyrene are the materials with the highest embodied energy among thermal insulation materials per kg of insulation. The materials with
lowest embodied energy per kg of insulation are loose materials.
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Polyurethane and polystyrene are not used in MORE-CONNECT solutions. According to
existing studies the stone wool has an embodied energy value which is two times higher
than wood wool. The most environment friendly material is cellulose. However, the min3

eral wool density varies between 50 – 120 kg/m while the expanded polystyrene has a
3

3

lower density range - 20kg/m to 40kg/m , about half as high as mineral wool.
Thermal conductivity of cellulose is slightly higher in comparison to stone wool and varies
in a range between 0.039 and 0.043 W/mK. Thermal conductivity of mineral wool, i.e.
stone wool or glass wool, is 0.032 to 0.038 W/mK. The main reason why cellulose wasn’t
used in MORE-CONNECT is the absence of necessary equipment at the existing production lines. It would make sense to modify already existing production lines used by
MORE-CONNECT project partners in the future to use loose materials.
It would make sense to carry out further studies which make complex comparisons between thermal insulation materials regarding their embodied energy impact taking into
account the levels of density and thermal conductivity.
With respect to specific building materials, it can be noted that the application process for
loose cellulose is associated with a high amount of dust. It is therefore in such cases
important that the building envelope is airtight. The integration of ventilation duct can
have a risk of cellulose loose dust infiltration into ducts. Special attention to ducts connection has to be paid during design and construction phase.

3.5.3

Experience in Portugal

The materials considered for the MORE-CONNECT concepts were the same as mentioned before in chapter 2.3. Both Coretech® and wood presented a lower impact on reducing heating needs in relation to the embodied energy necessary for their production in
comparison with other materials, although no quantitative values are available at the
moment. These materials were chosen because they were more sustainable, innovative
and eco-efficient and enabled the same reduction of operational energy use. Both the
selection of the wood frame instead of aluminum and the Coretech® instead of cork were
based on the fact those materials have lower potential environmental impacts and their
use will result in a product that has a competitive cost compared to other conventional
renovation scenarios.
All the materials that constitute the MORE-CONNECT solutions are non-toxic or nonpollutant.
3.5.4

Experience in Czechia

As explained in chapter 3.2, and based on the experience from previous projects (L upíšek et al. 2016) it was attempted to use biomaterials as much as possible . In some
cases, this was feasible (timber for structural elements). In other cases the economic
costs for making related improvements were significantly higher compared to traditional
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materials (for instance wood-fibre thermal insulation as a replacement for rock/glass
wool), which disqualifies the use of materials with low environmental impact in common
practice.
Furthermore, a set of variants was modelled for various targets in operational energy ,
taking into account embodied energy, within the framework of optimisations for the selection of the farouvable concept in WP6.
With respect to possible impacts on the indoor environment, it was recognized preference
of natural materials is favourable in terms of VOCs.
3.5.5

Experience in Estonia

In Estonia, timber frames are used in the MORE-CONNECT pilot instead of light steel
thermos-frame, in order to decrease the embodied energy of materials. The use of cellulose insulation was hindered because of setting during transportation, fire regulations and
construction companies' small amount of experience related to working with this material.
3.5.6

Experience in the Netherlands

For the MORE-CONNECT pilot project in the Netherlands it was decided not to use EPS,
due to its high embodied CO2 emissions. Furthermore, 40% of insulation materials can
come from used materials. Wood is used more efficiently because of laminating the wood
that is FSC sourced. In addition, Fermacell uses 40% recycled material in their plate
which is incorporated into the MORE-CONNECT design.
3.5.7

Experience in Denmark

MORE-CONNECT solution developed by Invela
For the MORE-CONNECT solution developed by Invela, there would be an opportunity to
use the aerogel material Fixit 222 to lower combined energy and materials impact of the
MORE-CONNECT solution. The aerogel is produced from limestone and has a particularly low amount of embodied energy. However, for the planned applications, the material
was considered to be too costly. It was therefore necessary to look into other options
such as multipore or rock wool. Both are similar with respect to embodied energy. After 1
to 2 years of operation of the renovated building, enough energy will have been saved to
compensate for the embodied energy in the insulation material.
MORE-CONNECT solution developed by Innogie
The MORE-CONNECT solution developed by Innogie makes use of cadmium telluride
(CdTe) solar cells. This type of solar cell has the specific advantage of being the PV
technology with the lowest CO 2 footprint and the quickest energy recovery time. Accordingly, the choice of this material offers the opportunity to reduce the combined energy
and materials impact of this MORE-CONNECT solution.
The CO 2 footprint results from the production and use of the following components:
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Module:
— Glass
— semiconductor
— Laminate
Balance of System (BOS):
— Inverter
— Mounting
— Cabling
The energy recovery time is the amount of time a solar energy system has to run to generate as much energy as was required for its production. This figure is 0.79 years for
CdTe in the scenario of open spaces and 1.30 years in the scenario of building roofs. The
modules therefore produce a multiple of the energy used for their production over their
lifetime. These values apply to the location Nuremberg for a Central European location
with good irradiation values. For Southern Europe, even better values would emerge , for
Northern Europe a bit less good values. In view of the fact that the PV systems are produced more and more efficiently, future energy return times can be expected to be even
lower. The overall environmental impact associated with photovoltaic electricity gener ation is lower by a factor of 20 to 40 compared to the average electricity generation with
fossil fuels.

3.6

Intervention points in the supply chain with respect to the combined
energy and materials impact

3.6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, ideas are explored regarding the question how the combined energy and
materials impact of building components and materials could be reduced through the
MORE-CONNECT solutions by interventions in the supply chain.
3.6.2

Experience in Latvia

The MORE-CONNECT solution is based on mineral wool and similar boards. The currently existing supply chains offer the use of loose materials. As mentioned before, materials with particularly low embodied energy are mainly loose materials. However, so far,
loose materials are not widely used.
MORE-CONNECT solutions offer good opportunities to make further use of materials with
low energy and materials impact. MORE-CONNECT solutions can easily include environmental friendly materials such as loose fibre, hemp, cellulose. However main obstacles of implementation of such materials are not sufficient knowledge on materials pro perties and durability, lack of reliable supply sources as well as lack of trained craftsmen.
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To make use of loose materials, the existing production lines have to be modified and
staff has to be educated accordingly. All these measures require additional investments.
Material with low energy and materials impact is therefore more costly. The use of natural
materials with low level embodied energy can be stimulated by the reduction of local taxes and the introduction of subsidies for production line modernizations.
3.6.3

Experience in Portugal

The MORE-CONNECT solutions have the possibility to contribute to overcome some
challenges of re-used/recycled materials, both on the user acceptance level and on tes ting new materials which are not of common application in the building sector. MORECONNECT solutions therefore offer the opportunity to introduce innovative materials.
3.6.4

Experience in Czechia

In order to promote the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact of buil ding components and materials in prefabricated elements, a possible measure could be to
show advantages more clearly to market actors, by making them aware of results of LCA
comparisons of related good MORE-CONNECT solutions in comparison with alternatives.
3.6.5

Experience in Estonia

No specific intervention points have so far been identified in the supply chains in Estonia
to reduce the combined energy and materials impact of building components and mater ials through the MORE-CONNECT solutions. So far, the Estonian legislation does not
take this into account.
3.6.6

Experience in the Netherlands

The following ideas were gathered regarding the question how the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact of building components and materials could be pr omoted through intervention points in the supply chain:
— Creating demand by customers for taking into account embodied energy
— Using one standard to measure embodied energy
— Comparing products in a fair way, always according to one standard
— Governmental law: Incorporating this aspect into building regulations
3.6.7

Experience in Denmark

No specific intervention points have so far been identified in the supply chains in Denmark to reduce the combined energy and materials impact of building components and
materials.
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4

Conclusions

Based on the experiences obtained in the various geoclusters within the MORECONNECT project with respect to reuse and the combined energy an d materials impact
of materials, as well as on further research results taken into account, the following is
concluded:
Prefabricated elements for building renovation offer interesting opportunities for increasing the reuse of materials and for using materials with low combined energy and mater ials impact. However, there are also various challenges involved , and as external thermal
insulation composite systems they may be problematic for the reuse of materials.
There are significant synergies between the reuse of materials and the reduction of the
combined energy and materials impact. The reuse of materials typically requires less
energy input and causes less greenhouse gas emissions than to provide the related materials newly. However, there may occasionally also be trade-offs between the reuse of
materials and the reduction of the combined energy and materials impact, as in some
composite materials the amount of material input and the combined energy and materials
impact is reduced at the expense of making the related material less easily reusable.
Each building material has advantages and disadvantages with respect to the combined
energy and materials impact, its potential of making use of previously used materials as
well as its potential for further reuse:
Wood or other bio-based materials
An attractive option for reducing the combined energy and materials impact is to make
further use of wood or other bio-based materials. Such materials typically have the lowest
energy and materials impact. Examples for such materials are wood beams for construction or window frames as well as cellulose, hemp and flax insulation materials, cork or
wood wool. The use of related materials can be compensated by regrowing the resource,
the embodied energy for processing is usually low and there are usually few problematic
side effects.
Prefabricated elements offer the opportunity to make use of various types of loose mat erials, because the frame of those elements can provide the necessary stability to make
use of such materials. In this way, particularly also loose bio-based material can be used.
An interesting candidate for such a loose bio-based material is cellulose insulation. However, this material is associated with settlements, which may be caused mainly by shaking during transportation yet also by changes in the ambient relative humidity and temperature, which may prevent using this material. Another factor which is currently discouraging the use of loose bio-based materials is that lines for prefabricated insulation
elements today still often lack the necessary equipment to make use of cellulose or other
loose materials.
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Other interesting bio-based materials are wood wool and wood wool boards. They may
have the advantages associated with bio-based materials while avoiding the problem of
settlements associated with loose material.
Nowadays bio-based materials are sometimes chemically treated. This may make reuse
of related materials more difficult and may affect their combined energy and materials
impact.
Another advantage of wood is that at the end of service life, untreated wood can easily be
reused for secondary materials such as fibres. The use of timber for the frame of the prefabricated elements has the advantage that the related material is particularly well suited
for reuse at the end of its service life. Wood can also be used as a renewable fuel at the
end of the service life.
Cork is also an attractive natural and renewable material and its extraction is a sustain able process since it is not necessary to cut the cork oak to extract this material and its
extraction is good for the life time of the oaks. Additionally it can be removed separately
from the building elements, it can be reused in other structures or buildings or be rec ycled into new applications of thermal insulation or as an inert for lightweight concrete
production. However, the availability of cork is limited.
Minerals
In general, it can be said that less treated and bulk applications have less impact, wher eas processed materials have more impact. Glass wool can be made mainly from sand
and recycled glass, with substantial savings in terms of embodied energy and embodied
emissions. Accordingly, glass wool can be an attractive option as a material with a rel atively low combined energy and materials impact.
Mineral wool is a reusable material, however, under current economic conditions such
reuse occurs rarely.
Plastics
Plastics are often associated with relatively high amounts of embodied energy input.
However, in cases such as polyurethane, the embodied emissions may nevertheless be
smaller than in comparison with mineral based insulation materials. The reason is that in
specific cases a relatively low amount of material may already provide a good insulation
performance.
Some plastic materials such as EPS are reusable, while for example polyurethane foam
is not. Polyurethane foam would also be difficult to separate during decon struction. An
alternative plastic material is a material made from recycled waste components of the
automotive industry. It presents attractive characteristics such as high durability, water
and fire resistance and a good thermal performance, at relatively low costs.
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Metals
Usually, metals require a relatively large amount of energy in their production processes
and have accordingly large amounts of embodied energy. Metal production processes
may also have undesired side-effects.
Metals are particularly well suited for recycling; their recycling may require more energy
input in comparison with the recycling of other materials, yet often the related energy
input is significantly less than what is necessary for obtaining the primary materials.
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5

Recommendations

5.1

Recommendations regarding material alternatives in relation to reuse

5.1.1

Recommendations for building companies

Based on experiences gathered in the MORE-CONNECT project, the following recommendations are made for building companies:
Recommendations for building companies with respect to the use of reused materials for
the MORE-CONNECT solutions:
— Prefabricated elements often may facilitate the inclusion of previously used materials
in building renovation processes.
— It is important that the potential of prefabricated elements for facilitating the reuse of
materials is recognized and made use of.
— It is important that product companies declare the materials used for their products,
provide the prerequisites to separate and reuse the components of their products and
document for the building company materials used, embodied energy, separability
and possibly indicate future reuse possibilities or decommissioning/disposal proc edures.
— We recommend to take into consideration material reuse during development of retrofitting solutions.
— Currently simple utilization of construction waste isn’t too expensive and doesn’t r equire much extra effort, such as construction waste management and separation.
Mandatory construction waste management and higher cost for utilization of nonseparated construction waste will promote companies to provide service for constru ction materials' reuse.
— There is a market opportunity for specialized companies for the disassembly of building components and for the characterization of materials resulting from this process ,
as well as for technologies for processing construction and demolition waste into high
quality recycled materials.
— A preference for external finishings other than those of the type of external thermal
insulation composite systems (ETICS) would significantly improve future disassembly
and recyclability.
Recommendations for building companies with respect to future reuse of parts and materials in MORE-CONNECT solutions:
— Prefabricated elements have the potential to both restrict and facilitate the reuse of
building materials at the end of their life cycle. It is therefore important to take into account this topic in the design of the prefabricated solutions and in the declar a-
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tion/labelling of the materials and components used, to provide the prerequisites for
future reuse of components of prefabricated elements.
— The separation of elements is a specific challenge regarding the reuse of materials
used in the fabrication of panels, which requires further attention.
— In particular, we recommend to ensure that prefabricated solutions are designed in a
way that its components are easily dismountable and separable. We recommend to
use as little as possible fasteners and joins, or at least to ensure they are easily separable, to ensure future reuse of timber materials and to facilitate the dismantling of
panels’ parts.
— We encourage to make use of the opportunity that industrial production of prefabr icated elements offers to keep well track of materials used in the prefabricated elements and to facilitate thereby their reuse at the end of their lifecycle.
— We recommend to ensure that the design and the content of the prefabricated el ements (declaration of materials used) are known and accessible to all stakeholders, to
facilitate the reuse of their components.
— It would make sense to explore further a standardized approach of anchoring the prefabricated elements in a way that the modules are easily exchangeable piece by
piece, without the need to replace the whole façade when a limited number of elements is at the end of their service life.

5.1.2

Recommendations for policy makers

One of the largest challenges regarding the reuse of materials is poor knowledge and
lack of specific and detailed information by market actors. Traditionally, building companies do not have access to information regarding reuse/recycling of materials which en ables them to choose one material instead of another. For example, there isn’t systematic
information regarding the type, quantity and characteristics of waste produced. In the
same way, the environmental and societal benefits of using these materials and info rmation regarding the security of using reused materials are not clearly documented. In
order to reuse materials/components, it is necessary to precisely know their characteristics, and to address this through product/material declaration already in the production
process and on the product. Also, there is some discomfort and scepticism in using «old»
materials as new products. Provision of commonly available product information, comprising product declaration, application and performance characteristics , and trustbuilding projects can make an important contribution in overcoming related prejudices.
The following specific recommendations are made for policy makers to promote the reuse
of materials in building renovation in connection with prefabricated elements, based on a
literature review and experiences gathered in the MORE-CONNECT project (see also
European Commission 2014, Dechantsreiter et al. 2015, Albrecht and Schwitalla 2014),
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referring both to the use of reused materials in prefabricated solutions as well as the f uture reuse of parts and materials:
— It makes sense to establish measures to track more systematically and to document
more precisely the characteristics of materials used in construction processes, such
as amount, properties and type of materials used, their recycling potential, their reuse
potential, and their conformity with the pre- existing rules and standards regarding the
reuse of materials in the manufacturing of building products. This is considered to be
a key measure for facilitating the reuse of building components and materials. It is
important that technical data on used building materials is included in building doc umentation during all of its life time. An important initiative in this context which we
recommend to support further is a planned common framework of core indicators (E uropean Commission 2014).We recommend to require that product companies declare
the materials used for their products, provide the prerequisites to separate and reuse
the components of their products and document for the building company materials
used, embodied energy, separability and possibly indicate future reuse possibilities or
decommissioning/disposal procedures. A measure with interesting potential to foster
reuse would be the development of Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) for
building materials/components with respect to reuse. Companies could be given access to detailed information regarding the characteristics of those materials , and they
could then more easily use and select the adequate material for a specific purpose.
— We recommend to pursue efforts to harmonize at European level the assessments
and labeling for the environmental performance of materials with the Product Environmental Footprint method currently explored for measuring environmental performance.
— Another measure in this context could be to introduce a «building pass» which documents the materials used in the building, to facilitate further reuse at the time of ren ovation or destruction of a building.
— It would make sense to promote procedures for enabling reuse and recycling processes through which materials are separated directly at the deconstruction site, including if necessary also procedures to ensure that pollutants from construction materials are dealt with in an appropriate way.
— It also makes sense to gather and publish related information on an aggregated level,
as a basis for providing guidance to market actors.
— We recommend in general to publish further information on the reuse of building
components and materials.
— We recommend to include the topics of reuse of materials in t he education and training of building professionals, to address the extensive lack of knowledge among field
stakeholders regarding what type of waste material is available, their characteristics
and how they can use it as new products.
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— In order to promote the reuse and the recycling of construction materials it makes
sense to introduce stricter requirements on construction waste utilization and separ ation. Building companies could be required to ensure that at least to some extent different materials used in the construction process can be separated at the end of the
service life of materials, and that such waste separation is carried out. Related special legislation would allow to ensure stable supply of raw materials.
— It is important to charge disposal of building materials at least with the full overall
costs for the society due to the disposal. Disposal charges or taxes higher than the
costs incurred could further foster reuse of building materials. Tax revenues could be
used to support information, data collection, building material collection and waste
management logistics for building materials.
— It is important that demonstration projects showcase the safety and durability of reused materials, highlight the advantages of reuse as well as how to deal with related
challenges, and generally increase acceptance by market actors.
— Policy makers could stimulate interest from house owners to use construction made
from reused materials by giving tax incentives or subsidies to building renov ations
with low embodied energy. However, it is highly important to ensure that this does not
counteract the insulation of building envelopes. Furthermore, it has to be taken into
account that other approaches such as putting a general levy on energy use or emissions are likely to be easier to implement.
— Furthermore, economic incentives could be introduced to promote new types of business models which favour reuse of materials. The economic incentives can be direct
or indirect. For instance, when the price for landfilling is increased, the re-use of materials becomes cheaper in relative terms compared to business as usual (indirect incentive). An example of a direct incentive could be subsidies by states, regions or
municipalities for the collection of used materials.We recommend requiring public authorities to consider the use of reused materials in all of their building constructions
and renovation activities, and to include related criteria in public tenders .
— We recommend requiring public authorities to consider the use of reused materials in
all of their building constructions and renovation activities, and to include related criteria in public tend.
— We recommend to further explore a scheme for the collection of construction and
demolition waste, similarly as it works for electronics now.
— We recommend to promote voluntary agreements of the construction industry with the
government regarding the reuse of materials.
— We recommend to adopt regulations regarding the accountability and liability with
respect to the reuse of building components and materials.
— We recommend to introduce a monitoring system for examining the progress with
respect to the reuse of materials.
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— European and national regulations may restrict the conditions under which re-use of
some components and materials in the production chain of new materials and products are allowed; it would make sense to investigate and address related issues.
— We recommend to promote market structures for the sale and purchase of reused
building components and materials, inter alia by cost-covering disposal charges etc.
— We recommend to integrate the reuse of components and materials as well as the
reusability of such components and materials in labelling schemes.
— In order to promote the reuse of materials, it is necessary that the supply chain uses
national guidance and standard values on materials' environmental impact and focu ses on locally produced/reused materials.
— We recommend to prepare guidelines on how to maintain materials' initial properties
in the demolishing process.
— We recommend to promote the generalized use of Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs).

5.2

Recommendations regarding material alternatives in relation to the
combined energy and materials impact of prefabricated elements

5.2.1

Recommendations for building companies

Based on experiences gathered in the MORE-CONNECT project, the following recommendations are made for building companies regarding the combined energy and materials impact of prefabricated elements:
— For architects, engineers and other building companies we recommend to foster information and consciousness on the embodied energy of the materials applied in projects, to obtain the know-how to select products and processes that help reduce the
overall energy footprint of buildings.
— The already existing production lines used by MORE-CONNECT project partners
could be modified in the future in order to allow for thermal insulation the application
of loose materials such as cellulose or wood fibres, which often have a particularly
small overall combined energy and materials impact
— We recommend to establish a closer cooperation between panel manufacturers and
producers of materials with low environmental impact to facilitate the use of such materials in panels.
— We recommend to carry out investments into production lines to increase the use of
materials with low combined energy and materials impact
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— We recommend to improve the knowledge of designers, engineers, planners, and
production lines workers on the application of alternative materials in order to increase their capacity to make use of related opportunities.
— It is fundamental that the environmental impact of the products is taken into account
in every construction company.
5.2.2

Recommendations for policy makers

The following recommendations are made for policy makers regarding the combined energy and materials impact of prefabricated elements, based on experiences gathered in
the MORE-CONNECT project:
— We recommend to make databases of environmental impacts publicly available and to
require that data is provided for specific products. Currently, the uncertainty in LCA
data is quite high and the available databases in most countries do not provide sp ecific data for a majority of available building materials.
— We recommend to provide a standard to measure embodied energy, and to ensure
that various market products are compared in a fair way, always according to one
standard.
— We recommend to make sure that embodied energy is commonly taken into account
in the construction sector; this could be done by taking it up in building regulations
and labels. In this context, we recommend to explore options to include embodied
energy/emissions in overall targets related to energy/emissions in building constru ction or renovations, i.e. to specify labels and energy requirements as total energy/emission requirements, including embodied energy/emissions . Alternatively, we
recommend to explore options for setting separate embodied energy targets or embodied emissions targets for building construction and renovations. In both cases it is
important to make sure that there are not any unwanted negative effects such as cr eating obstacles for far-reaching renovations.We recommend to promote solutions
based on prefabricated elements such as MORE-CONNECT solutions, as they can
easily include materials with low environmental impact such as loose fibres, hemp or
cellulose.
— We recommend to support the implementation of best practices regarding the mater ials with a low combined energy and materials impact through demonstration projects.
— We recommend to introduce a tax on energy or emissions, as it is a simple and effective solution to reduce embodied energy and embodied emissions.

— We recommend to educate and to train craftsmen, designers, engineers and planners
in the topic of the combined energy and materials impact of prefabricated elements
through inclusion of the topic in appropriate courses and other formation activities.
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